PRE-CONTRACTUAL QUESTIONS:
Answering all items will allow me to give you my lowest & most accurate bid. Information received will be
included. Just hit reply, swipe over & edit if needed or type directly next to each question.
1} How much do you have budgeted for the deejay?
2} How shall we name this event?
3} What is the location, including the venue name, of your event (some locations can be quite remote & difficult to
get to from a city or town)?
4} Please make 1 of the 3 minimum sound system choices:
a. DJ Dan will be able to connect into the venues' adequate for dancing sound system.
b. DJ Dan will require a 2-speaker sound system adequate for less than around 100 guests that comes with a wired
microphone for participant use.
c. DJ Dan will require a 2-speaker sound system adequate for up to around 200 guests that comes with a wireless
microphone for participant use (choose this & go to 5 if you are expecting over about 225 guests).
5} Are you expecting over 200 or so guests or require sound in different areas?
6} Do you desire a light show?
7} When do you expect me to begin my services at the event & when do you expect my services to end at the
event?
8} When is the latest I should have my equipment set up by (will I need to finish my set up more than 15 minutes
before my performance begins)?
9} Will I be indoors or under a tent with electricity (I must have protection from the elements)?
10} Will you prefer to pay the deposit & balance by credit card, check or cash (a cash deposit requires a local
meeting)?
11} Which of these 2 service levels do you think best fits your needs (you can choose to highlight your selection)?
BUDGET SERVICES [Comes with 1 music download/performance hour but additional charges are avoidable.]: You
do not require any MC duties or announcements by DJ Dan, choosing instead to perform all these duties ourselves.
Dan's function is only to entertain us with music. We also don't want to spend much time on the selection of music
so a simple 1 page Genre Music List with room for up to 12 specific requests will be all that is required?
STANDARD SERVICES [Comes with 2 music downloads/performance hour but additional charges are avoidable.]:
Do you anticipate the need for some MC duties with perhaps up to 4 announcement by DJ Dan. Others will perform
some of these duties if necessary. We also would like to receive your Artist Music List with room for up to 25
specific requests which can give me/us a moderate amount of help in the music selection process?
12} Can you tell me please where your current home base is (mostly so I don't call you at weird hours)?
last} Is there anything else about your event I should know?

